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★overview of the system

★how it is being used

★how it works

★overview of the analysis tools

★burning questions?

(more detail is in the written paper)



collection search 1.0



target audience - experts
focus - accuracy



searchable only on the 
museum’s own website

(deep web)



“advanced search”



particpation inequality 
by design



there aren’t very many experts



8% of Powerhouse 
Museum traffic

(May 2006)
17,000 visits



difficult to browse





photographs by Candida Hofer, Libraries, Thames & Hudson, 2005



the library
“i didn’t realise there was also a book about that”



re-take/remix of Andreas Gursky’s 99 cents by ‘Dogwelder’ on Flickr



the supermarket
“what else do i want”



open storage



able to be browsed
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collection search 2.0



target audience - non experts
focus - simplicity and 

serendipity



accessible where the 
people already are



contents google-able
opensearch-enabled

“in the flow”



where students and 
teachers look first



“simple search”



emphasis on results, 
recommendations, filtering 

to obtain accuracy



63% of Powerhouse 
Museum traffic

(Dec 2006)
355,000 visitis



a few early experiments



Design Gallery information kiosk





tested data connection to 
collection management 

database



Electronic Swatchbook
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fabric swatches
out of copyright



catalogued as swatchbooks
used as individual swatches





high resolution downloads



first experiment with ‘folksonomy’ 
and tagging



invisible tagging
no feedback, no incentive



10,000 users each month



Swatchbook 2.0 is coming
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June 2006



opac 2.0 launches



represents ~70% of 
active collection online



built entirely in-house



experimental project
no funding

perpetual ‘beta’



modular



flexible



able to quickly respond 
to changing user needs



immediately popular



museum website traffic 
massively increased
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launch on june 14



these are new users, 
new audiences



10 million object 
records viewed since 

June 14



~50,000 object records 
viewed daily



~20,000 successful 
searches daily



~7,500 tag/user 
keyword searches daily



interest is very broad



95% of all available 
objects visited at least 
once in first ten weeks



most popular object 
viewed only 17000 

times





it is not on public display



popular collection categories

clothing and dress 13%

ceramics 10%

numismatics/coins 5.5%

pictorials 4.4%

textiles 3.7%



the long tail of 
collections





why the long tail?



front end features



search is full text
(indexed for speed)



multiple entry points



which combines with . . . 



four key serendipity 
features on the site



object name and 
type taxonomies



applied to ~90% of 
collection





subject taxonomy



applied to objects 
catalogued since 2000





user keywords/tags
folksonomy

(augmented serendipity)





there are no explicit 
incentives for taggers



tagging is anonymous



over 4,000 user tags 
added



tags complement 
existing rich text 

records



and formal taxonomies



for discovery
not descriptive purposes



used in many different ways



top tags



chinese (24x)
value (20x)
glass (18x)
price (17x)





the 4,000 tags represent 
as much as 40% of 

searches



a small amount of user 
participation goes a 

long way



search tracking
(frictionless serendipity)







aggregated synonyms



high volume of searches 
eliminates ‘false drop’ 

errors over time



this year there have 
already been 3 million 

searches



~23,500 unique search 
phrases



everyone contributes 
data benefiting 

everyone



search tracking is more 
powerful than tagging





a look at the analysis 
tools on the backend



1.popular objects
2. tag viewer
3. search terms by object
4. popular search phrases (all)
5. popular freetext
6. popular tag
7. search results by term 
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1.popular objects
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2. tag viewer
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3.search terms by object





4.popular search phrases (all)





5. popular freetext
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6. popular tag
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7. search results by term 
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tripling of public 
collection enquiries



public is helping correct old 
records and 

expand collection descriptions
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success is prompting 
wider-scale change



digitisation now has a 
very clear public purpose



access drives preservation
access drives digitisation



prioritising what to 
digitise next is now 

possible



reinvigorating the 
collection



new insights into 
possibilities for future 

exhibitions



both online 
(coins, slide rules!) 
and in the galleries



this is still considered a 
work in progress





more statistics & 
analysis?



Fresh + New blog
www.powerhousemuseum.com/dmsblog
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